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Abstract—Wear and tear are usually caused by various 

factors, which reduce the life span of a mechanical part. In the 

control engineering of an electro-hydraulic actuator (EHA) 

system, the wear and tear can be caused by the system or the 

controller itself. This article mainly examines the chattering 

effect that occurs during the sliding mode controller (SMC) 

design and its effect on the nonlinear EHA system. To examine 

the chattering phenomenon, a signum function is first applied to 

the switching function of the SMC. Then, parameters of the 

controller are obtained using the particle swarm optimization 

(PSO) method through a single objective function. These 

parameters are then applied to the switching function with the 

hyperbolic tangent function. Lastly, the performances of both 

functions are analyzed and compared based on graph and 

numerical data. From the output data, the chattering 

phenomenon generated on the signum function is greatly 

eliminated by using the hyperbolic tangent function. Thus, it can 

be inferred that the performance of the SMC can be greatly 

enhanced by manipulating the formula of the switching 

function. 

Keywords—Sliding mode control; Electro-hydraulic actuator 

(EHA); Chattering analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Common modern appliances are usually equipped with 

sensory devices that require manipulation of the control 

system [1]. Electro-hydraulic actuator (EHA) system is one 

of the example applications that is equipped with these 

technologies and implemented in various industrial processes 

[2]. Usually, the proportional-integral-and derivative (PID) 

controller is the widely seen controller in common industrial 

applications [3]–[5]. This controller required no thorough 

knowledge to execute some simple process [6]. Furthermore, 

the parameters of this controller can be easily obtained 

through the try and error method for the simple processes that 

high precision is not required [7]. An operator can easily tune 

the controller parameters manually as long as the work is 

done. 

In a process that required long operating hours, the 

robustness of this controller required to be further examined 

[8]. In addition, most of the real-life applications correspond 

to uncertainties and nonlinearities [9]–[11]. These properties 

are inherently existed and lead to the lifespan issue of the 

applications and directly affect the expenses [12]. Therefore, 

the PID controller becomes a favorite trademark among 

researchers in the development of more advanced control 

strategies [13]–[15]. One of the commonly known advanced 

control strategies is sliding mode control (SMC). This 

controller is well-known to be outperformed and 

implemented in various types of applications such as robotic 

[16]–[19], flight [20]–[23], and ship [24]–[27]. 

Dealing with the outperform performances, 

comprehensive knowledge about the characteristic of this 

SMC control is required [28]. With the great contribution of 

the mathematician, this SMC controller is upgraded from 

time to time. It is noted that the general structure of the SMC 

is a combination of the two phases, known as the sliding 

phase and reaching phase [29]–[31]. These two phases are the 

main elements that are required to be thoroughly understood 

to achieve the desired response. Thus, researchers are usually 

manipulating these two elements based on their control 

objective and application.  

This article demonstrates the effect of two common 

functions applied on the switching control of the SMC. By 

applying a typical signum function on the switching phase, a 

clear effect can be observed by only replacing the signum 

function with a hyperbolic tangent function. Considered as a 

simple method that greatly enhances the understanding in the 

control performance, it subsequently demonstrates a great 

influence of mathematics on human life. 

This article is organized with a common interpretation of 

the system and control design in the introduction section. The 

mathematical derivation of the controller design and the short 

explanation of the particle swarm optimization (PSO) tuning 

algorithm is explained in the second section. This is followed 

by the results and discussion of the article. Finally is the 

conclusion of the article. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram in tracking performances analyses. 

 

II. CONTROL AND TUNING 

Fig. 1 represents the block diagram of this article where 

two functions of signum and hyperbolic tangent are 

compared based on tracking performance and their 

performance on the sliding surface. 

The general sliding surface of SMC control is based on 

the equation as 
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where 𝜆 is the coefficient of the sliding surface, 𝑛 is the 

order of the system, 𝑒 is the error. 

An EHA system is a third-order model system [32] with 

the following sliding surface equation. 
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The general error equation is expressed as, 

e Xref Xact= − , and the third-order error EHA system will 

lead to e Xref Xact.= −  Where 𝑒 is the error, 𝑋𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the 

reference input position, 𝑋𝑎𝑐𝑡/𝑋𝑝 is the actual output 

position. 

The first derivative of the sliding surface for the third-

order EHA system is as below:  

 ( )2 2s( t ) e( t ) e( t ) e( t ) = + +  (3) 

Substituting Equation (2) into (3), the following 

equation is obtained. 

 ( )2 2s( t ) e( t ) e( t ) Xref ( t ) Xact( t )   = + + −   (4) 

The transfer function based on the electro-hydraulic 

model in [33], obtained using system identification method 

with the highest best fit of 96.15% as depicted in Fig. 1, is 

given by 

 TF = 
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where 𝑋𝑝 = 𝑋𝑎𝑐𝑡, the actual position/actual output 

displacement of the EHA actuator. Thus, the sliding surface 

equation below formed. 
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When the phases shift to the sliding surface where

0s( t ) s( t ) s( t )= = =  the equivalent control will lead 

the state to the desired response. Where 𝑈𝑒𝑞  can be formed 

as below: 
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In the reaching phase of the SMC, 𝑈𝑠𝑤 is responsible to 

leads the state to the sliding phase. Generally, the switching 

function of SMC is formed using the signum function as in 

Fig. 2 [34].  

 

Fig. 2. The general structure of signum function. 

It is defined where signum function is a function that 

takes the sign of a real number, either positive or negative, 

with the following definition. 
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General switching control of the SMC that formed using 

signum function is expressed in (9) [35]. 

 Usw = k sign (s) (9) 

To reduce the high dynamic switching on the signum 

function, a hyperbolic tangent function as in Fig. 3 is 

introduced.  

 

Fig. 3. The general structure of the hyperbolic tangent function. 

Also known as relaxation of the gradient of signum 

function. Then, the switching function is expressed as: 

 Usw = k tanh (s) (10) 

The general structure of the SMC control consists of 

equivalent control, 𝑈𝑒𝑞  and switching control, 𝑈𝑠𝑤. 𝑈𝑒𝑞  

corresponding to the sliding phase when s(t) = 0, while 𝑈𝑠𝑤 

It corresponds to the reaching phase when s(t) ≠ 0.  

 Usmc(t) = Ueq(t)+Usw(t) (11) 

Thus, by substituting the equation in (7) and (10) into 

(11), the sliding mode control, 𝑈𝑠𝑚𝑐  can be expressed as: 
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Discussion of the PSO algorithm can also be found in 

[32], where two important parameters of λ and k in SMC are 

affected by the variables of PSO, as listed in Table I. The 

objective function of Integral Absolute Error (IAE) has 

been applied in the tuning. If these values are implemented 

in the algorithm, random approximate values should be 

obtained. A uniform distribution formulation will be used 

to obtain the values within the lower bound and upper 

bound that represent the desired searching area. 

III. TRACKING ANALYSES 

Analyses have been conducted by using the latest 

available MATLAB/Simulink 2021a software installed in a 

laboratory computer with an i7 computer processor. To 

simulate the particle swarm optimization algorithm, the 

Simulink model configuration must be adjusted to generate 

the ‘Time (tout)’ parameter, which is generated in default 

on the oldest version MATLAB/Simulink software (2018 

or earlier).  

In examining the performance of signum and hyperbolic 

tangent functions on the switching control, the unit step 

desired value is applied. The final position of 0.03 meters, 

with a time interval of 0.001 seconds and the step time of 

0.5 seconds, has been implemented in the desired values. 

In the sliding mode controller (SMC), the analyses will 

be made on the switching function, as explained earlier. The 

switching function that applies the signum function in the 

suggestion of the previous literature will be replaced by the 

hyperbolic tangent function. Firstly, the switching gain of 

the signum function, k as in Equation (9), and the parameter 

of the SMC sliding surface, λ, are tuned using the particle 

swarm optimization (PSO) metaheuristic algorithm. Then, 

the signum function will be substituted by the hyperbolic 

tangent function as denoted in Equation (10). Similar 

parameters, 14.7310 and 0.0112, represent λ and k gains, 

respectively, will be applied in both functions.  

Therefore, the effect of interchanging between these 

two functions can be monitored. An electrohydraulic model 

transfer function with 96.15% best fit obtained using the 

system identification method is examined.  

Based on the simulation result in Fig. 4, the output 

tracking performance of the EHA system is better when the 

signum function is applied, based on the waveform pattern 

in the legend. Slight undershoot occurs in the early tracking 

of the hyperbolic tangent function. The situation that 

occurred is due to the tuning algorithm, where tuning is 

made for the Signum function. If the tuning is applied to the 

hyperbolic tangent function, a similar situation will occur 

where the hyperbolic tangent will perform better based on 

eyesight. Thus, the performances can be explained further 

by referring to percentage improvement and decrement, 

transient response, steady-state error, and root means square 

analyses, as listed in Table II. According to the numerical 

results obtained from these two functions as listed in the 

table, the performance of overshoot percentages, rise time, 

steady-state errors of the signum function is slightly higher 

than the hyperbolic tangent function in the time of three 

seconds. From a practical point of view, these analyses 

might not affect much when dealing with a real application 

that usually existed with delay circumstance. 

However, in terms of steady-state errors, since it is 

varied over time, further inspection in an experimental 

analysis is necessary to avoid higher errors in a long time. 

As depicted in a zoomed Fig. 4, a slight chattering 

phenomenon is occurred visually due to the high dynamic 

switching feature of the sign function. 

TABLE I.  VALUE SETTING IN PSO ALGORITHM 

Terms Description Values 

lb Lower (lower) 0 

ub Boundary (upper) 20 

p Number of particles, where p = 1, 2, 3, …, n 100 

d Problem dimension, where d = 1, 2, 3, …, n 100 

s

1

-1

s

-1

-1

1

1
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TABLE II.  TRANSIENT RESPONSE, STEADY-STATE ERROR, AND ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR 

Switching Function 

Transient Response 
Steady-state 

Error (ess) 
RMSE 

OS (%) Tr (s) Ts (s) 

sign 0.8246 0.0990 0.6567 3.6132x10-06 0.004180 

tanh 0.2432 0.0988 0.8609 3.0070x10-11 0.004184 

Improvement/ 

Decrement (%) 
70.5069 0.2020 -23.7194 99.9992 -0.0956 

 

 

 
 
Fig. 4. The tracking performance of both switching functions. 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 
 

Fig. 5. The performance of different functions on switching control (a) signum function; (b) hyperbolic tangent function. 

 

Further examination is conducted on the output of the 

switching function. As shown in the output performance of 

the signum switching function in Fig. 5(a), the chattering 

phenomenon has occurred. The effect somehow leads to the 

output tracking performance, as in Fig. 4. Chattering in real 

life is like a vibration that leads to wear and tear in a 

mechanical part.  

When the hyperbolic tangent function is applied to the 

switching function, outstanding performance is obtained 

where the chattering phenomenon is greatly eliminated, as 

shown in Fig. 5(b). However, appropriate tuning with 

proper parameters is required to achieve this performance. 

The parameters as in Table I, as discussed in the previous 

section, implemented in the PSO algorithm shall obtain 

approximate parameters as in Table II. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

The performances of both signum and hyperbolic 

tangent functions, implemented on the switching control of 

the sliding mode control (SMC), were examined. A great 

improvement can be achieved by applying the knowledge 

introduced by the mathematician, which also indicates the 

influence of mathematics on the world, especially in the 

engineering field. In this work, when the general signum 

function was substituted with the hyperbolic tangent 

function implemented on the switching function, 

outstanding performance was obtained where the chattering 

phenomenon was greatly eliminated—an uncomplicated 

manipulation in terms of mathematical reconstruction that 

lead to a major difference in the output performance. 
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